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KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) has
launched an artificial intelligence (AI) chatbot built
on Microsoft technologies, in a move that promises
to drive digital transformation by improving cus-
tomer engagement and empowering KFH employees.

The chatbot will be available to customers 24/7,
on KFH’s most popular engagement channels,
including the company’s website and mobile app.
Meanwhile, employees will  be empowered to
achieve more, as AI will be employed to reduce
workloads, allowing customer-service agents to
attend to more complex issues and leave standard
queries to be resolved by the AI system. The solu-
tions will also incorporate more efficient ways to
analyze customer enquiries, and facilitate wider
and deeper data insights.

“KFH’s digital transformation journey has served
as a beacon for the sector region wide,” said
Group Chief Retail and Private Banking Officer at
KFH, Waleed Khaled Mandani. “We aim to reap the
rewards of the Fourth Industrial  Revolution
through a phased rollout of leading-edge, enter-
prise-class communication, productivity, business
intelligence and analytics tools, as well as building
our own data centre by the end of this year.
Microsoft has proved to be the perfect partner to
help us pursue our digital ambitions, because the
company’s cloud environment offers the ideal mix
of agility and scale.”

Mandani added: “KFH’s ‘Baitak Assistant’ chat-
bot is the latest stepping stone on the phased jour-
ney KFH is taking. KFH has already moved to the
Microsoft cloud, adopting Office 365 and
Dynamics CRM, and adding an advanced layer of
security to daily operations through Enterprise
Mobility and Security. Dynamics CRM has allowed
the automation of multiple service requests at both
branch and department level; a more structured
sales process, with improved visibility of the
pipeline by senior management; and better contact
center efficiency.”

“Digital transformation helps organizations

achieve more through engagement of customers,
empowerment of employees, optimization of oper-
ations and the reinvention of business models,”
said Charles Nahas, General Manager- Microsoft
Kuwait. “AI chatbots can support and scale busi-
ness teams in their ability to serve customers. This
technology’s potential as a mean to increase cus-
tomer satisfaction and slash costs is grabbing the
attention of businesses across sectors and adop-
tion rates are soaring.

“Chatbots can be embedded in social engage-
ment channels including SMS, enterprise mobile
apps and websites. This means your customers can
reach you how they want, when they want, and
with no waiting times - because a single bot
instance can deal with thousands of customers
simultaneously. And all of this occurs with less of a
burden on your own workforce, which is freed up
for more innovative tasks,” Added Nahas.

KFH also has plans to use the Baitak Assistant
chatbot service internally, to assist employees
with business processes and operational queries.
Other benefits to the chatbots include consistency
in customer experience and information received;
the ability to adopt new messaging platforms
quickly and cost-effectively; and flexibility in
marketing options. 

DGCA chief commends Terminal 4
as strong push to Kuwait Airways

KUWAIT: The newly launched passenger Terminal 4 of
Kuwait International Airport would give a strong push to
Kuwait’s main national air carrier, Kuwait Airways, said
Chairman of Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA)
Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah. The
new terminal would also enable the Kuwaiti airline to com-
pete with other regional carriers, Sheikh Salman Al-
Humoud said in a press statement released by Kuwait
Airways on Friday, while launching the national airline’s Al-
Mubarakiya Lounge of first and business class passengers
at Terminal 4. He urged the staff of Kuwait Airways to
work hard to offer high-quality services to passengers,
boasting that the new terminal would further support and
promote the company. Al-Mubarakiya Lounge has been
magnificently designed and equipped in order to provide
passengers with much convenience, he added.

Meanwhile, Kuwait Airways Board Chairman Yousef Al-
Jassem said in a press statement that the launching of Al-
Mubarakiya Lounge is just part of the new terminal’s facil-
ities. It has been built with high efficiency and in a record
time, he boasted, revealing that another lounge would be
opened soon. The new terminal will start operating on
August 8, Jassem pointed out. Al-Mubarakiya Lounge,
which covers 426 square meters, has been provided with
advanced technology equipment. The two-storey facility
contains 113 seats, 10 big TV screens, an integrated busi-
ness center and a restaurant.

Hajj season
The preparations for the Hajj season will have new pro-

cedures to serve 9,000 pilgrims and to facilitate a smooth
flow of passengers at Kuwait International Airport, said
DGCA Director Engineer Yousef Al-Fouzan announced
yesterday. The administration has put together an integrat-
ed plan to simplify the movement of pilgrims from Kuwait
to Jeddah, Fouzan said. Special teams are formed around
the clock at Kuwait International Airport to serve pilgrims

and ease their travel procedures, adding that special coun-
ters were allocated in the passport hall to clear pilgrim’s
procedures, he added.

Fouzan emphasized that Hajj campaigners should
coordinate with Kuwait Airways, Jazeera Airways, Saudi
Airlines and Saudi Flynas to finalize baggage-handling
procedures and to issue boarding passes 24 hours
before departure. He praised Ministry of Interior’s
efforts in setting a plan to enable traffic leading to the
airport and arrival of pilgrims to Kuwait International
Airport. Fouzan also commended Kuwait International
Airport, ministries of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, Health,
Kuwait General Administration of Customs (KGAC),

Kuwait Fire Service Directorate (KFSD), airlines and
companies providing land services.

The Saudi Directorate General of Passports had
announced on Friday that 662,051 pilgrims had so far
arrived to Saudi Arabia for this year’s Hajj season.
According to the Saudi Press Agency (SPA), the direc-
torate indicated that the number of pilgrims arriving by
air reached 647,087, by land 7,969, and by sea 6,995
pilgrims respectively. 

Hajj is one of the main pillars of the Islamic faith and
believers are expected to make the pilgrimage to
Makkah once in their lifetime if they were able mentally,
physically and financially. — KUNA
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New terminal allows Kuwait Airways to compete with regional carriers

KFH transforms customer service with
Microsoft AI, chatbot technologies

KUWAIT: Chairman of DGCA Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah and other officials pose for a
group picture during the launch of Al-Mubarakiya Lounge of first and business class Kuwait Airways’ passen-
gers at Terminal 4. — KUNA photos

Chairman of DGCA Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah and other officials cut the cake dur-
ing the ceremony.

Chairman of DGCA Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah and Kuwait
Airways Board Chairman Yousef Al-Jassem launch the national airline’s Al-Mubarkiya
Lounge at Terminal 4.

PAAAFR plants ‘Martyr’s Tree’ 
to remember Iraqi invasion

KUWAIT: Remembering the 28th anniversary of the crime of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the Public Authority for
Agricultural Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAAFR) has organized an event for planting a ‘Martyr’s Tree’ at Al-Andalus
Park in Kaifan. The tree was planted by PAAAFR Board Chairman and Director-General Sheikh Mohammad Al-Yousef
Al-Sabah in remembrance of the Kuwaiti martyrs who had sacrificed themselves for the dear nation. — KUNA


